SALZBURG ESU/ WEILL CORNELL MASTER CLASS
UROLOGY
Sunday 1 July – Saturday 7 July 2018
Schloss Arenberg, Salzburg, Austria

Course Director: Harry W. Herr, MD
Co-Course Director: Juan Palou Redorta, MD, PhD

SPEAKERS AND TOPICS:

Ardavan Akhavan, MD
Director
Pediatric Minimally Invasive and Robotic Surgery
Department of Urology, Weill Cornell Medicine
New York, NY
USA

- Hypospadias
- Veriscorenal Reflux. Up to Date in the Diagnosis and Management
- Cases by Participants

Guy A. Bogaert, MD
Prof. Dr. in Pediatric Urology, Medical Manager
University of Leuven
Leuven, Belgium

- How Normal and How Important is a Boy His External Genitalia?
- Hydronephrosis, What, When, and How?
- Cases by Participants

Sherri M. Donat, MD, FACS
Surgeon
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
New York, NY
USA

- Cases by Participants
- Staging an MIBC: Where are we?
- Principles of Radical Bladder Surgery in Bladder Cancer and Evaluation and Management Complications
Harry W. Herr, MD  
*Urologic Surgeon*  
*Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center*  
*New York, NY*  
*USA*

- Cases by Participants
- Conservative Approach to MIBC
- Neoadjuvant and Adjuvant Chemotherapy in MIBC: What is the Standard?

Thomas Knoll, MD  
*Head and Chairman*  
*Clinic for Urology, Sindelfingen Clinics*  
*Sindelfingen, Germany*

- Stone Treatment: Guidelines and Real Life
- RIRS: Instruments, Devices, and Access Technique
- Cases by Participants
- PNL: OR Setting, Patient Positions and Preoperative Planning

Amy E. Krambeck, MD  
*Professor of Urology, Director*  
*Stone Center, Indiana University*  
*Bloomington, IN*

- Stone Metabolism: Basic Notions for Urologists and Clinical Cases
- ESWL in 2018: Looking for the Right Indication
- RIRS: Complications and Post-Op Management
- Cases by Participants

Juan Palou Redorta, MD, PhD  
*Associate Professor of Urology, Chief of the Urological Oncology Department*  
*Autonomous University of Barcelona, Fundació Puigvert*  
*Barcelona, Spain*

- Cases by Participants
- Bladder Cancer: Epidemiology
- NMBIC: Treatment According to Risk Groups
- Patterns of Recurrence and Follow-up in NMIBC
- Conservative Treatment of UTUC: Where is the Limit?
Cesare Marco Scoffone, MD  
*Head, Department of Urology*  
*Cottolengo Hospital*  
*Turin, Italy*

- Tailored Treatment on Patient, Stone, and Anatomy of the Collecting System
- RIRS: Lithotripsy Techniques and Strategies
- Cases by Participants
- PNL: Renal Access and Exit Strategies

Shahrokh F. Shariat, MD  
*Head, Urology Clinic*  
*Vienna General Hospital*  
*Vienna, Austria*

- Diagnosis and Pathology in NMIBC: What is the standard and what has to be changed?
- NMIBC Bladder Cancer: What is a TURBT in 2018?
- Cases by Participants
- Immunotherapy in Metastatic Bladder Cancer: Is it really so good?
- Treatment of Invasive and Metastatic UTUC